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LUXURY  HANDMADE RUGS
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Jennifer Manners Design has worked collaboratively and creatively with some of the most  
celebrated design professionals around the world providing luxury rugs for both residential 

and commercial projects. 

With a commitment to the handmade heritage and a uniquely sustainable approach, Jennifer 
Manners has become synonymous with classic elegance, sustainable luxury and timeless design.

With an instinctual approach to observation and interpretation, many of the designs are derived 
from cultures and destinations across the globe. The patterns are often elegant, textured 

and interesting abiding to the philosophy that a rug is a layer in a room that must 
sit in balance with other elements.

With showrooms in both London and New York, Jennifer Manners Design continues to push  
the boundaries of weaving, materials and innovative design and is dedicated to delivering 

sustainable options to luxury interiors.

LUXURY HANDMADE RUGS
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Handmade in Natural Silk
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LUXE COLLECTION

With the philosophy that longevity is the new sustainability, 
we have set out to create a collection of exquisite, luxurious 

rugs that will stand the test of time. A truly elegant 
collection, aptly named after the world’s most celebrated 
ladies of their time, LUXE is composed of inherently stain 

resistant silks, mohairs and merino wools and crafted  
in hand-made qualities that will withstand generations  

of living.

Employing a two-step, organic, stain-resistant procedure 
at the dyeing and finishing stages, our proprietary 

non-toxic formula penetrates the fibres before they are 
woven. Providing a barrier against stains in its core,  

this approach makes these otherwise delicate fibres more 
durable and hard-wearing.

With a dedication to promote safe and healthy conditions 
in every stage of our production, we work with only small, 
approved mohair farms in New Zealand where the goats 
producing our sumptuous mohair fibres are well cared  

for and loved. 

SOPHIA

Luxurious natural silks were employed in the Sophia rug but with a subtle 

ombre effect for an edgy coolness that is characteristic of the famed  

Italian actress from whom our rug was inspired. Sophia Loren embodies 

a depth of character alongside her celebrated beauty, making her 

an icon all over the world.



BEVERLY

Interesting yet classic, the loop and cut pile Beverly rug employs soft, hand carded merino wools 

and natural silks in alternating lines for a modern sophistication. Available as a border or with the loop 

and cut detail across the full rug, both whisper luxury and timelessness. Named after Beverly Johnson, 

the first black model to appear on the cover of American Vogue, we celebrate her pioneering spirit 

and pure radiance. 
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AUDREY

Natural silks in solid colours with a subtle contrast binding, Audrey gently reflects light, making 

the rug zoetic and dynamic. Named after one of Hollywood’s most celebrated actresses,  

Audrey Hepburn epitomised elegance. She was known for her radiant beauty, style and sophistication, 

an obvious inspiration for our rug. 



JACQUELINE

Sumptuous merino wools in a plush cut pile with contemporary tape edging gives our Jacqueline 

rug an exceptional grace. Letting the exquisite, textural fibres set the tone, this subtle yet elegant 

rug nods to a quiet dignity, much like the celebrated style icon Jacqueline Kennedy.  
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GRACE

Responsibly sourced, soft and supple mohair from New Zealand forms the luxurious 

Grace rug. A thick, plush pile celebrates the suppleness of the fibre – the most 

luxurious material that can be used in flooring. Named after America’s original 

princess, Grace Kelly, she is both regal and the epitome of elegance.



PIONEER COLLECTION

Jennifer Manners finds inspiration for her rug designs 
all around her and Pioneer is no different.

It was on an adventure around the American West with  
her brother that Jennifer was taken aback by the beauty  

of the scenery.

Comprising six hand-knotted rugs, the Pioneer collection 
encapsulates the natural magnificence of the landscapes 
of the West, the culture of these places and the lasting 

impressions of the land.

The Pioneer collection is hand-knotted from Himalayan  
wools and iridescent silks. The silk reflects the light, changing 

the appearance of the rug at different moments, bringing 
further life and intrigue to the six inspiring designs.

SAGEBRUSH

Named after the woody-stemmed evergreen shrub that makes  

up the most crucial ecosystem across the western part of America, 

Sagebrush is known as a vital plant in this part of the world.  

Mostly recognised for its seafoam-green lustre, when the sun 

catches the plant’s fine silver hair it appears like light reflecting 

off a stormy ocean. The silk provides a similar effect, 

reflecting the light, while the loop and cut pile texture gives  

it further interest, making the rug feel more alive.
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CANYON

Inspired by how the iconic Grand Canyon shows the passage of time through its linear, ancient strata,  

the Canyon rug echoes the earthy formations with texture and density changing as the light moves.

Canyon, crafted in Himalayan wools and natural silks and featuring loop and cut piles,  

is a gentle, textural rug that is also designed to stand the test of time.

LAGUNA

Inspired by the wild cerulean surf, prehistoric coastlines and secluded 

beaches on the southern coast, this swirly blue Himalayan wool  

and silk rug is named after the artist village of Laguna Beach.  

The gentle undulations ooze California cool. 
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SEDONA

Sedona takes its name from the slice of lush tranquillity in the otherwise dry and dusty Southwest, 

 a spot nestled among steep canyons, red-rock buttes, and pine forests. The ubiquitous red rocks 

are thought to contain mystical healing powers and are regarded as a place of spiritual influence.

Our hand-knotted rug celebrates the same red and pink tones rendered in natural silks gently 

contrasting against a backdrop of neutral wool tones.

BLACK ROCK

Black Rock is named after the long, arid valleys and mountain ranges 

of Nevada, a rugged area formed by ancient, uplifted and 

downfallen blocks of the Earth’s crust. Linear lava patterns interlaced 

with limestone form the inspiration behind this design, rendered  

in hand-knotted silks against monochromatic hues in wool.



SANTA FE

Named after America’s oldest capital city, Santa Fe encapsulates 

the rich history and vibrancy of Hispanic, Anglo and Native American 

cultures which can be found in the architecture and art from this region. 

Earthy tones and a play with textures provide a modern 

Native American feel.



MODERN AFRICA COLLECTION

One of Jennifer’s most personal collections so far, this range 
of sumptuous, hand-knotted rugs was born of her true 

admiration for the continent where she spent several years 
living, working and travelling. 

The designs are all influenced by textiles, objects, 
photographs and memories that Jennifer accumulated 

throughout her journeys. Inspiration hails from Cameroon  
and Ethiopia to Burundi and the open plains  

of the Serengeti. 

The Modern Africa Collection exemplifies a full range 
of textures and finishes with a focus on the raw texture 

of wool. Abrashed colours, cut and loop piles and unique 
blends of wool and luscious silks come to life in each 
of the seven designs, all carrying a story at their core.

KUBA

This striking maze-like design draws on detail from traditional  

tribal raffia textiles from the Kuba kingdom in the Congo.  

These embroidered cloths have been individually conceptualised with 

the patterns being passed through the generations, staying within 

the family. The overall scale of our Kuba rug has a contemporary 

effect while the soft, imperfect edges of the motif recall the  

intricately handmade nature of the original textile that inspired it.

Project designed by British interior designer, Jenny Luck.



ADIRE

Adire are starch-resist (‘adire eleko’) dyed cotton cloths made  

by women throughout Yorubaland in south-western Nigeria.  

While a deep indigo is most commonly used for this style of textile,  

our Adire rug utilises a palette of soft grey-blues and cream 

for a more tonal effect. An all-wool loop pile creates an even  

more textural feel.
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ETOSHA

Cracked earth, paltry watering holes and undulating sand dunes take on a modern vitality when 

photographed from the air. The Etosha rug embodies the same gentle movement and soft 

colours seen in flight over the national park of the same name in northern Namibia. 
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GRID

Traditional tribal baskets intricately woven in the Okavango Delta region in Botswana 

were the starting point for this elegant rug.

The grid-like pattern has been scaled and repeated to create a soulful, modern piece.  

Hand-knotted in deep brick, grey and papyrus Himalayan wools, the texture gives the same 

sense of depth and dimension as the baskets themselves.
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MUDCLOTH

A rhythmic arrangement of dashes and dots across a wool canvas forms our Mudcloth rug.  

This design calls on the rich tradition of Malian bogolanfini fabric, which is dyed with boiled bark  

and adorned with fermented mud to produce a deep terracotta tone. 

The wool background here has been heavily abrashed, meaning that several similar-tone colours  

are woven together for a subtly striated effect.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP

The processes and the materials that go into the construction of a quality, handmade rug have been 

largely unchanged over hundreds of years. While many cultures across the globe have developed  

their own particular style of knotting or weaving, it’s the experience and talent of the individual weaver 

that makes the biggest difference to the quality of a rug. 

Our rugs are crafted by hand for an enduring beauty that seems to grow even more exquisite 

with time. Quite simply, there is a nuance in technique and quality that simply cannot be replicated 

or equalled using machine made methods of rug weavings. Instead, every piece is created by passionate 

artisans who take pride in their craft from start to finish.

Millions of individually tied knots make up a rug and are crafted with patience and grace.  

These rugs are built to last for generations.

GUSTAVE

The story of Gustave, the man-eating crocodile rumoured to have  

eaten over 300 men, is the kind of myth that has become legend 

in East Africa in recent years. 

Thought to have been born in 1955 and still roaming the shores  

of Lake Tanganyika, his exact size is unknown. Already the subject  

of books and films, he is equally the inspiration behind our Gustave  

rug. Densely woven Himalayan wools give way to raised silks 

forming an abstract crocodile pattern. We like to think this design 

is as timeless as the story of Gustave himself.



ICONS

Travel is a great luxury of our generation, allowing for  
the discovery of patterns, colours and ideas from around  

the globe. Our collections take inspiration from a mix  
of cultures and eras, all working to inject a sense of interest 

into the everyday.

Here, we feature some of our most iconic and beloved  
hand-knotted rugs from our collection. No matter the trend, 

these elegant pieces stand the test of time and never  
lose their appeal. 

Made in a variety of colours and patterns, the one thing  
they all have in common is exquisite craftsmanship that 

endures through generations.

ERASED

Erased is a modern take on the tradition of Oriental rugs with repetitive 

abstract tulip patterns, designed to appear as if the motif has been 

partially rubbed out. Abrashed, tonal colours and loop pile detail give 

a layered and almost aged effect, while the use of only two colours 

keeps the feel calm and contemporary.

Project designed by Pandora Taylor; photographed by James McDonald.
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BROKEN MAZE 

Mazes are paths that wind and twist to tease the traveller who walks them. Dating back centuries,  

they have evolved from spiritual journeys to amusing pastimes. The pattern can appear simple,  

yet intriguing and when rendered in gorgeous fibres, form a striking modern rug with timeless appeal.

ABSTRACT

Soft tones arranged like brushstrokes in a painting was the  

inspiration behind our Abstract design. The effect imbues  

an elegant sophistication to any space while creating a soft  

layer of texture.

Project designed by Case Botelho.
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LINK

This sophisticated, modern rug possesses visual balance through its use of symmetry and colour.  

It is bold in its simplicity, hand-knotted in loop and cut detail, setting an elegant tone.

RHODONITE

A soft watercolour effect created in wool and silk celebrates the unique arrangement of colour found 

in the raw rhodonite mineral from which this design was inspired. Expressed in sixteen colours,  

the effect is subtle yet uplifting. 



MAZE II

We’ve taken symmetrical lines that form maze-like boxes and put  
them on a grid to create a sense of equality and balance, much  
like a labyrinth. The square shape relates to the earth, with the  

four corners correlating to the four points of a compass. This soulful 
design embodies an austerity and sophistication that enhances  

modern schemes.
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QUARTZ

Quartz is one of Earth’s hardest stones yet also possesses spiritual attributes. Often used in meditation,  

clear quartz is thought to enhance mental clarity. 

With its iridescent daubs of deep indigo, silver and teal silks, this gorgeous rug certainly creates  

a striking centrepiece with an almost prismatic variety of colours. The delicately abstracted pattern 

lends its surroundings a feeling of tranquillity.
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PATINA

Patina is defined as the appearance of something grown beautiful, especially with age  

or use. The abstract brushstrokes rendered in deep jewel tones in our Patina rug lend a modern  

feel to this rug. Hand-knotted in Himalayan wool and natural silks, this piece also gets  

more beautiful with time. 

AGATE

The iridescent Agate stone is typically classified by its striking formation  

of chalcedony layered with crystalline quartz, creating bands of colour  

and translucency. Our rug inspired by this ancient stone creates 

this same sense of movement and interest, reflected by the banded 

undulations in this two-tone design.



CHATSWORTH

One of England’s most celebrated stately homes, Chatsworth, was the 

inspiration behind this traditional rug of the same name. Chatsworth 

House is renowned for the quality of its art, landscape and hospitality. 

It has evolved through the centuries to reflect the tastes, passions and 

interests of succeeding generations.

Our rug expresses repeating pillars surrounded by flowers on a vine, 

much like the house and gardens themselves. Highly abrashed colours  

of wool tied in delicate knots give a sense of age and formality that  

is expected from such an exceptional, celebrated home. 
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RONDEL

Featuring a series of raised ‘rondels’ arranged symmetrically along the edges of this classical 

runner, our rug of the same name was inspired by Sir John Soane’s love of the classical pattern. 

Designed in collaboration with celebrated British interior designer Henry Prideaux, this captivating 

design plays to the luxurious texture of /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE, showcasing the extraordinary 

softness of our award-winning, innovative fibre.
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PERUGIA

The organic arrangement of dots found on our Perugia rug draws inspiration from 13th-century reliefs 

found in the city’s historic Etruscan piazza. A gradient of rich terracotta tones in the motif adds a sense 

of movement and depth to the design, while the thick, hand-knotted pile supports the luxurious mood.

Hand-knotted in award-winning /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE fibres.
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HOW IT WORKS

Our award-winning /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE Collection, the very first of its kind,  
is a sustainable approach to timeless rugs. Comprised of uniquely plush recycled water 
bottles that have been processed with our proprietary two-step procedure, the fibres  

are enhanced to look and feel like luxurious natural wools. 

Bleach-cleanable and moisture-resistant, these rugs are also an eco-conscious solution,  
built to last several generations. These rugs are soft and luxurious while being strong 

enough for commercial use. Due to the impermeability of resin from which these fibres are 
made, liquid stains sit on the surface versus sinking inside, creating permanent damage.

DISCARDED WATER 

BOTTLES 

Non-BPA water bottles are 

collected and sorted  

by colour for recycling.  

The resulting fibres are  

non-toxic and safe.  

The bottles are then 

stripped of labels and caps 

ahead of processing.

1
SLICED AND HEATED

Thousands of bottles are 

then washed and crushed 

and sliced into flakes. These 

are then heated and shaped  

into pellets.

2
PREPARED FOR RUG 

THREADS

Pellets are melted and 

extruded to make fibres. 

The material  

is cramped, cut, drawn 

and stretched and then 

baled. The baled fibre can 

be processed into threads 

suited for rug weaving.

3
TRANSFORMATION

Fibres are then altered from 

a shiny, plastic look to a  

soft, plush wool-mimicking 

fibre through a two-step, 

proprietary process 

developed exclusively  

by our teams. Extreme 

temperatures encourage  

the fibres to morph.  

This innovation makes our  

/re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE 

fibres completely unique  

and luxurious.

4
/re/PURPOSE 

PERFORMANCE

The fibres are now ready 

for weaving. We use only 

permanent, handmade 

constructions to make 

our rugs ensuring they 

will last for generations. 

This also minimises any 

environmental impact 

caused versus the more 

energy demanding, 

machine-made rug 

constructions.  

5

 /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE
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MALIBU

Taupe

MALIBU

Oozing California cool, the mid-century mood of our Malibu rug evokes the elegant glamour 

of Hollywood starlets residing on this Californian coast. 

An ikat stripe and contrasting grid pattern are repeated for a timeless yet contemporary effect.  

Effortless and cool, our Malibu rug epitomises this relaxed and glamorous feel.  

Hand-knotted in our award-winning /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE fibres.

CHOCOLATENAVY
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IKAT STRIPE

Our love of ikats and the relaxed, almost blurred outlines typical of this weave extends from cushions 

to rugs and none more so than this simple yet striking ikat stripe design. Ikat is thought to be one 

of the oldest forms of textile decoration in the world and when used in a classic stripe, will be sure  

to stand the test of time. 

Project designed by British interior designer Jenny Luck.
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MALIBU

Goldenrod
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EDINBURGH

Rain droplets tumbling randomly down a train window formed the 

inspiration behind our atmospheric Edinburgh design. Inky charcoals 

and moss greens are paired with golden neutrals and ivory tones  

for a balanced effect.

Hand-knotted in our award-winning /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE fibres.

IKAT CIRCLES

Vibrant ikat shapes connected on a solid ground were inspired by 

traditional weaves from Uzbekistan. The arrangement here creates 

a striking, contemporary pattern that is both timeless and bold.

A loop-pile contrast edge adds a striking finish.

Hand-knotted in our award-winning /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE fibres.
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SABI

Striking Zulu objects adorn the lodges found on the picturesque Sabi 

Sands Reserve in South Africa. Here, the imperfect,  

diamond-like silhouettes of ihawu shields have been repeated  

for a graphic effect and rendered in timeless tones. A cut-pile 

background and contrasting looped motif bring striking dimension 

and textural interest to the design.

Hand-knotted in our award-winning /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE fibres.

ARUBA

Free-flowing lines in a loose stripe recall the pattern of the tides 

washing in and out of the Caribbean island’s sandbanks.  

The large-scale motif and pale, sandy tones lend a calm and 

contemporary feel to the design.

Hand-knotted in our award-winning /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE fibres.
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LORRAINE

This elegant zig-zag pattern was inspired by French ‘tuile de façade’, 

exquisitely embossed metal tiles used on walls and ceilings  

in the Thaon-Les-Vosges in the Lorraine region.

Designed in collaboration with interior designer Joao Botelho, the result 

is the perfect combination of Casa Botelho’s opulent interior style  

with Jennifer Manners’ exquisite quality and attention to detail.
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RONDEL

Rondel features a series of raised ‘rondels’ and a discrete inner circle, all of which are finished by hand 

with meticulous attention to detail. The three-dimensional shapes border a circular base, the outer edge 

of which is bound in a contrasting colour. 

Designed in collaboration with celebrated British interior designer Henry Prideaux, this captivating 

design plays to the luxurious texture of /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE, showcasing the extraordinary 

softness of our award-winning, innovative fibre. 
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CUSTOM RUG ORDERS

All of our rugs are available as standard or as made-to-order adapting the size, colour, 
scale and fibre to best suit your project. Creating a handmade rug is an exhilarating 

process and the options are endless.

We use luxury mohairs, wools, silks, jutes, linens and our award-winning  
/re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE fibres interchangeably so that your rug is made with  
the best material for the intended use of the rug. We guide you through each step, 

providing renderings and digital room placements to help you see your rug come to life. 

The process is hugely collaborative but we guide you through each step with our expertise 
and passion for the perfect rug. 

Each rug is truly an original, made especially and uniquely for you.
We believe this is true luxury.  

NEST

Intricate weaves using a variety of materials and patterns are typical of elaborately woven birds’ nests. 

It is thought some nests are woven to attract mates and others are woven with their mates – but either 

way they are still designed and created as a way to ‘show off’ to possible competition. 

This same concept of woven grid lines in playful shapes, widths and colours was the inspiration behind 

our contemporary Nest rug. Made using our /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE fibres, our rug is equally 

functional and a design boast too.  
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SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is not just about the environment. It is meeting our own needs without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet theirs. It is also about making  

a proactive, positive impact that empowers humans. 

This concept is the core tenant of our business.
We focus on how we tread softly on our planet in producing gorgeous, timeless rugs  

that are designed to last for generations. We obsess over: 

1. Considerate production 

We make each rug to order by hand using 

ancient, traditional methods. This means we 

create with the greatest energy efficiency, 

ensuring we don’t use one stitch more than  

is absolutely necessary.

We are constantly and enthusiastically searching 

for ways we can improve our processes, leaving 

beautifully crafted pieces that will be enjoyed 

for many generations to come. We operate with 

transparency and require our artisans to do  

the same. 

2. Fibres with integrity

The processes and materials that go into the 

construction of a quality, handmade rug have 

been largely unchanged for hundreds of years. 

These fibres range from natural and ethically 

sourced wools, silks and mohairs to our 

sustainable eco fibres. 

We also celebrate innovation and use recycled 

and recyclable materials wherever possible.  

This approach was key to the development  

of our /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE fibres  

made of recycled water bottles. A single average 

size rug uses over 6000 recycled bottles  

in its construction. 

There is so much more we can do and exploring 

all possibilities is a true passion of ours. 

3. Ethical trading 

We truly consider and support the craftspeople 

on our team so they have the ability to improve 

their own lives by safe and fair working 

conditions. Our rugs require the highest level  

of skill and we pay wages accordingly.  

We support the families of our weavers and the 

community to help improve lives today and  

of future generations.

JOSEPHINE

Irregular lines arranged in circles with naively depicted 

abstract garlands create a striking rug that at once is modern 

yet classically chic. Inspired by the revolutionary performer 

Josephine Baker from 1920’s Paris, our rug evokes the same 

cool vibe of the art-deco and the golden jazz eras when 

Josephine was a global sensation. 

Designed in collaboration Timothy Mather 
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LONDON
Unit 104 Centre Dome,  

Design Centre Chelsea Harbour,  

London SW10 0XE  

United Kingdom

+44 (0)20 3903 0687

NEW YORK
New York Design Center,  

Suite 911, 200 Lexington Avenue,  

New YorK, NY 10016  

USA

1-646-293-6613

www.jennifermanners.com
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